Tier II & EPA Summary Tables
for Submission
The Client
The client is a long-standing, multi-national entity
that operates globally in agriculture and other life
science industries. Global Ag has collaborated with
the client for more than 20 years on various projects.
This client operates around the entire world, in
almost every crop imaginable, and they have internal
development resources available.
The client looked to Global Ag because the task at
hand was too time consuming for their internal
resources.

Industry:

Agricultural Inputs

Company Size:

Large Multi-National

Location:

Global

Solution
Global Agricultural Development Corporation assigned a
team of internal resources to tackle this challenge. Our
team worked to identify the most efficient way to deliver
on tables for multiple data sets.
The team assessed the opportunities to overcome the
time limitations using digitalization techniques to
produce the needed materials for while adhering to the
guideline requirements.
Our team coordinated the needed resources to ensure
successful compilation of this critical information.

Results
All objectives were met and challenges were successfully
overcome!
The collaborators were given the support needed to
complete the field, processing, and analytical phases
without any issues, and the Global Ag team successfully
provided the data and reports requested within the
agreed time lines.
The client was able to submit this data for successful
addition of these crops to the pesticide labels associated
with existing products (expanding market potential).
Once again Global Ag created value for all involved!

Problem
The client needed data for measured residue of a pesticide on multiple crops compiled into the required regulatory
tables for both the EU and the USA. These tables are complex and time consuming, however the client knew
Global Ag could leverage the eStudyTM Software product to expedite this task.
To add to the difficulty, the EPA requires a different format from the EU. Global Ag's team of scientists and
Assistant Project Managers worked diligently to to overcome all of these challenges and deliver the needed tables
on time.
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Despite a lack of options for
compilation of data from the client
database, Global Ag successfully
navigated the hurdles in this task.

